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Experience in winter and mountain road driving. How to chain up and when to 
chain, if the chains break own repair tools to fix them.

MARCH 2015 – MAY 2015
LOCAL TRUCK DRIVER I - ABC CORPORATION

 Load, unload, secure and transport heavy and oversized equipment throughout 
the northeast.

 Enjoyed the type of work,it was very rewarding.
 Since having the opportunity to do that type of work, prefer to get back doing 

something similar.
 This employer was satisfied with my performance and work ethic and consider 

me returnable.
 Skills Used Safely loading and unloading various types of heavy equipment, 

such as bulldozers, excavators, wheel loaders, etc.
 Properly chaining and securing loads, breaking down and reconnecting RGN 

trailers.
 Loading and unloading daily, sometimes up to three times daily.

2010 – 2015
LOCAL TRUCK DRIVER - ABC CORPORATION

 Local JIT runs back and fourth to BMW and later doing relay runs of aftermarket 
BMW parts to Tennessee from South Carolina.

 Left this company because of a difference of opinions.
 Was in a accident in the mountains of nc on one of there relay runs.
 A car was drifting into my lane and as I was trying to get over as far as I could I 

hit a guard rail and went over the bridge.
 They said I shouldve hit them it would be there fault.
 Told them if I wouldve hit there Miata I wouldve killed them.
 Was fired for a (bad call) but I can sleep at night knowing I didnt kill anybody.

EDUCATION

- 2005(East Carteret High - Beaufort, NC)
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SKILLS

First aid and CPR.
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